
 

 
 

TRANSFORMING OUR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Raising a PO for Temporary staff - Advantage xPO 
 

With the introduction of the Master Vendor programme, we have been able to streamline our 
processes and reduce some administrative steps when raising a PO for temporary workers 
employed through Advantage xPO and their associated suppliers. The following guide calls out 
key changes to the way you need to raise PO’s and where the new information will need to be 
entered in the Beeline system to finalise your temporary staff assignment.  
 

Beeline system – Raising a requisition 
Please see separate guides for how to raise a requisition in Beeline. Once you have raised a 
requisition and have got to the final offer stage, you will need to raise a PO for the value of the 
assignment.   
 
Information needed from Beeline to raise a Purchase Order (PO) 
1. Contractor name – The temporary worker that has accepted the assignment  
2. Job title – The job title used to raise the requisition in Beeline 
3. Assignment duration – The start and end date of the assignment 
4. Pay rate – The agreed rate per hour/day that will be paid to the worker 
5. Assignment value - The total value of the assignment in Beeline for the candidate based on 

the assignment duration and pay rate.  
 
These details can be found under the “My To Do” section by selecting “Candidate- Offer 
pending action” and scroll until you find the relevant candidate assignment offer .details  
 

 
   
Note: If you have a contract worker who will work on multiple projects, a requisition will need to 
be raised in Beeline for each project and a PO per project will need to be raised for the worker. 
These additional requisitions will be raised using the “Light touch” process in Beeline. 
 
 
 
 
 

iProcurement system - Raising a PO  
There are a few key changes to the format and type of information needed to raise a PO, which 
has enabled us to remove the need to the need to “goods receive” the PO for this service 
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PO Narrative/ Item description 
When raising the PO, you will need to ensure the following format is used when filling in the Item 
description: 
 
 
 
Post ID – XXXXX #DD/MM/YYYY to #DD/MM/YYYY #£XX.XX per hour #Job Title #Contractor Name   
 
1. Post ID – XXXXX - also known as the Position ID in MyHR, for the role you are backfilling with 

a temporary worker. If the position is a new role and a position doesn’t exist in MyHR you can 
enter N/A 

2. #DD/MM/YYYY to #DD/MM/YYYY –The assignment start and end date. If it is a rolling 
contract we recommend an end date of 3 months from assignment/ renewal date  

3. #£XX.XX per hour – The rate per hour that will be paid to the worker 
4. #Job Title – The job title of the worker 
5. #Contractor Name - The temporary workers name 
 
Worked Examples 
Position ID exists: 
Post ID – P12345  #27/01/2020 to #31/04/2020 #£26.50 per hour #Personal Assistant #Joe 
Bloggs 

 
Position ID doesn’t exist: 
Post ID – N/A  #01/04/2020 to #31/03/2021 #£32.12 per hour #HR Administrator #Joe Bloggs 
 
Note: Please ensure you retain the # between each individual section as per the example, as this 
ensures the Finance team are able to run more accurate reporting on FTE count and spend and 
will ensure that invoices can be matched up easily for payment. 
 
Supplier name 
All PO’s will need to be raised against Advantage xPO Limited, even if the temporary staff member 
has been booked through a supplier (via the Beeline system). 

 
 
All other steps will remain the same when raising the Purchase Order.  
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Beeline system – Finalising assignment offer 
Please see separate guides for details on how to accept a candidate offer in Beeline. Once you 
have created a PO for the value of the assignment, you will be required to key in specific 
information in Beeline to firm up the assignment, to ensure invoices can be cross checked.   
 
PO details needed for Beeline  
There is specific information needed from the PO system when entering the details into Beeline, 
please ensure you make a note of these as the details will need to match to ensure the invoices 
can be cross checked against the PO and be paid without delay.  
 
1. PO number – Please capture the PO number once this is approved  
2. Item description – Please copy the content added in the item description, as this will need to 

be added to the Beeline system in the section labelled “PO Narrative” 
3. Position ID/ Post ID - also known as the Position ID in MyHR is for the role you are 

backfilling with a temporary worker. If the position is a new role and a position doesn’t exist 
in MyHR you can enter N/A 

 
 

 


